
8U GFL Supplemental Rules

One Coach is permitted to sit on a bucket in front of the dugout.
Unless expressly noted below, all other ASA rules (including tie-breaker) are in effect

1.  A regulation game shall be (6) innings
a. No new inning after 1 hour 15 minutes, drop dead 1 hour 30 minutes

2.  Official ball is Worth 10” RIF 1 Sof-Dot 
3.  4 runs per inning

Silver vs. Silver / Silver vs. Gold - No open inning
Gold vs. Gold - open inning last inning 

4.  10 girls must take the field (4 outfielders)
5.  a.  Pitchers can not pitch more than two consecutive innings (delivering one pitch in an inning 
counts as one inning)

Silver vs. Silver / Silver vs. Gold
b. Pitchers can pitch complete game.
Gold vs. Gold

4. No infield fly rule or Dropped 3rd Strike rule apply.
5. Must bat around. No DP / Flex. Free substitution
6. Coach Pitch will be gradually phased out with a tiered timeline

a. Week1,2,3
Silver vs. Silver - all walks coach pitches 
Silver vs Gold - bases loaded coach pitches 
Gold vs. Gold - all walks are valid

b. Week4,5,6
Silver vs. Silver - bases loaded coach pitches 
Silver vs. Gold - bases loaded coach pitches 
Gold vs. Gold - all walks are valid

c. Week7,8,9
Silver vs Silver - all walks are valid 
Silver vs Gold - all walks are valid 
Gold vs Gold - all walks are valid

d. Coach Pitch Rules
i. Designated pitcher must have one foot on the rubber.
ii. Coach Pitcher offers up to three (3) pitches
iii. Fouled third strike or third pitch receives another pitch. iv. Bunting is not 
     allowed during coach pitch

7. All batters hit by pitch (HBP) are awarded first base, except when coach pitch
8. Courtesy runners are allowed for pitchers and catchers only.

a. Courtesy runners shall consist of the last out not currently batting or on base.
9. Runners are permitted to steal 2nd and 3rd base.

a. Runners are not permitted to advance beyond the stolen base following a catcher overthrow. 
b. Runner may continue to advance if the defense makes a live ball putout attempt.

PLAYOFFS
Silver teams - 4 runs per inning, last inning open. Pitchers not limited to innings pitch.
Gold teams - no run limit per inning
Coaches - Silver vs Silver or Silver vs Gold after week 1,2,3 leading into week 4 (optional if agreed
upon both coaches to use all walks coach pitches for week 4.
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